INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
Matt, our full-time instructor & technician has
been diving since 1997 and teaching since
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2001. Since leaving school in 1999 he has
become a career diver across the industry.
Working in the shop, workshop, teaching and
commercial scallop diving. He has built up

All prices are for 1:1

experience of over 15,500 dives, spending over

Please ask for reduced group prices
Team DG members get 20% Off

6,000 hours on the boat in the last 8 years and
is qualified to teach a broad range of
courses including “Technical” diving and First
Aid.
Matt recently completed advanced training and
a 100m dive with depth record holder Mark
Ellyatt in Aqaba, Jordan and Dorothea Quarry.
We also have several Dive Masters that help out
on the courses and general diving, they are very
experienced divers in line with our ethos and
offer great help to students and instructors
alike.
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At Dive Guernsey, diving is our first priority above all else.
This starts with the training we provide to our divers.
We believe in quality, rather than quantity when it comes
to training. Aiming to provide lots of opportunity for

ex-

perience and will recommend continuing education only
when we feel the student will benefit from it. We will never push people to sign up for the next course only to take
their money.
Course prices include all manuals and certification costs
unless otherwise stated. Try-dives include all equipment.
Open Water courses include all equipment except Mask,
Snorkel and Boots - Personal items that we just don’t think
people should share for comfort and hygiene reasons.
All courses are “performance based” which means there is
no strict schedule / times. The student moves to the next
step only when ready. We never teach “the bare minimum” for the course and will stay in the water until it’s
time to finish the dive. Not just when we have

com-

pleted the required skills.
To find out more information, or sign up for a course.
Please pop into the shop or arrange to meet up via the

SSI
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Discover Scuba - Try-dives
An introductions to the amazing world of Scuba in a safe
environment
Swimming pool (min 8)
1:1 in Bathing Pools £85

£55

SSI Open Water Diver
First full certification course
8 Dives min, 4 experience
dives with at least 2 from
boat
Price includes everything
needed other than mask /
snorkel / boots

£499

SSI Advanced Adventurer*
Deep & Navigation Core
dives. Plus 3 other dives
(wreck, boat, night, search &
recovery and others

£449

SSI Specialties*
Choose from over 20 special
areas of diving. These courses focus on diving with minimal theory

From
£199

Padi Open Water
First full certification course
4 Dives. Price includes everything needed other than
mask / snorkel / boots

£450

Padi Advanced Open Water*
Deep & Navigation Core
dives. Plus 3 other dives
(wreck, boat, night, search &
recovery and others)

£449

Nitrox Specialty 40% 02*
Theory based, add £50 for
each optional course dive

£149
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PSA Advanced Nitrox^
Use mixed gasses to extend
your dives. 1st course to introduce formal decompression
and full use of twinsets and
side-slung equipment. Max
45m—exceeds TDI equiv

£649

PSA Extended Range^
Add deep air and extended
decompression to your toolkit.
Max 55m

£799

PSA Trimix 60m^
Add helium to your toolkit, to
allow dives up to 60m with
managed narcosis. Price from
Adv Nitrox—£1199

£899

Dive Guernsey
Experience*
Includes a nitrox cert,
scallop, flatfish, wreck and
extreme drift dives.

£499

*Advanced course. Equipment hire not included in price.
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contact info in this booklet.

*Advanced courses. Equipment hire not included in price.
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